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                            Dear Customers,

Thank you for buying a device from our production range. We hope that 

due to its advantages the product you have bought will serve you well 

and for many years. Please read carefully these instructions. This 

information will enable you to use the product and ensure its long-term 

and reliable operation.

Our products have the safety certificate “B” as well as the approval by 

the State Hygiene Inspectorate. 
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                                     Troubleshooting

In case when any problems occur during start up or normal operation it is 

advised to refer to appropriate chapters of this instruction. This is to make 

sure that the device is correctly operated. If the problems persist, refer to 

directions below.

The cabinet does not work… Make sure if:

- The voltage and frequency are in accordance with those recommended 

   by the manufacturer, i.e. 230 V, 50 Hz.

- The cabinet is connected to a power source.

- The main switch and the switch at the thermostat are on.

The cabinet works, lighting is off… Make sure if:

- The lighting switch is on.

- The lamp is not burnt out.

The cabinet does not reach the required temperature, lighting is on… 

Make sure if:

- The cabinet's switch is on. 

- The thermostat temperature is correctly set.

- The condenser is not dirty and clean it, if necessary.

0
- The ambient temperature is not higher than +25 C. If this is the case, 

   the manufacturer cannot guarantee proper temperatures.

If the problems still persist please contact the local IGLOO service 

giving information that can be found on the rating plate 

(serial number and type etc.).
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   Type        Length          Max                Area of         Functional   Rated       Rated               
                                        load                 cooled           capacity      output      lighting

2 3
                    (mm)           (kg)              shelves (m )       (dm )          (W)         output (W)

Tatiana
 1.0  T            990            30                      0,5                     90            160           18
 1.3  T          1300            40                      0,6                   120            320           30          
 1.5  T          1500            50                      0,7                   140            320           36         
 1.7  T          1700            60                      0,8                   160            320           58          
 1.0 TN          990            30                      0,5                     90            160           18          
 1.3 TN        1300            40                      0,6                   120            320           30         
 1.5 TN        1500            50                      0,7                   140            320           36         
 1.7 TN        1700            60                      0,8                   160            320           58
 1.0 TN2      1200            30                      0,5                     90            160           18
 1.3 TN2      1500            40                      0,6                   120            320           30
 1.5 TN2      1700            50                      0,7                   140            320           36
 1.7 TN2      1900            60                      0,8                   160            320           58
 1.3 TZ         1300            40                     0,6                    220            320           30
 1.5 TZ         1500            50                     0,7                    280            400           36
 1.7 TZ         1700            60                     0,8                    340            400           58

1200 1 500  1700  1900or or or740

710 710

740

TN2                              TN2GTN2                              TN2G

1

1
2
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I. Product characteristics

          Technical data

T  Tatiana type cabinet, S  chamfered trough, G  curved window, 
N  to be placed on tables, 2  compressor located at the side, 
Z  cabinet with the additional storage chamber

The refrigerated display cabinet is a typical and universal refrigerated 
unit, which is used for display and short-term storage of various food 

0
products. The unit operates at ambient temperatures from +10 C up 

0
to +25 C and air humidity of 60% +/- 5%.

                                V. Maintenance

All maintenance works can be carried out only after disconnecting the 

cabinet from the mains.

1.Cleaning the condenser

Unscrew the bolts and pull out the masking frame from the catches. 

Use the vacuum cleaner, brush or compressed air to clean out the 

condenser. 

2. Replacing the 

    fluorescent lamp

- Cut off the power supply

- Take off the sockets

- Push the lamp out 

  of the holders

CAUTION:

It is normal that the water steam condenses on the glass windows when 

air humidity is higher than 60%. Do not call the service. 

condenser
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                               IV. OPERATION

Start up:

1. Put the connection plug into the plug-in socket.

2. Turn on the refrigerating unit using the temperature controller 

    (see drawing).

3. Set a required temperature using the temperature controller 

    (see drawing).

4. Turn on the lighting using the light switch located near the temperature 

    controller.

The following principles should be observed in order to ensure effective 

 and correct operation:

1.Do not fill up the cabinet with products before it is properly cooled 

   down (approx. for 12 h after start up)

2.Do not store any warm products in the cabinet.

3.Products cannot block out the ventilation gates.

4.Ensure that shelves are uniformly loaded.

5.Clean the condenser on the monthly basis or while dirty. 

6.Wash the cabinet using warm water with addition of detergents. The 

   detergents cannot scratch or damage the surface and the cabinet must 

   be disconnected from the mains

The cabinet is controlled by the temperature gauge that is equipped with 

the refrigerating unit switch that enables to turn off the unit without 

cutting off the power supply.
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                                  General information

Our products have been manufactured in accordance with modern 
technologies that ensure high performance and a long service life.

0 0
The operational temperature range - from  3 C to +7 C, at the ambient 

0
temperature of +25 C is guaranteed. 

                                        Equipment

When buying our product you also receive:
 - Operational instructions
 - Guarantee certificate
 - Container for condensate

                                II.Reloading

The unit should be reloaded either manually or by an appropriate truck 
lift and always in the position of normal operation. The maximum angle 

0
of vertical tilt should not exceed 15 . While reloading by a truck lift the 
machine should be positioned on a proper platform. The usage of 
platforms is not necessary when the cabinet has been packed in to a case.

Platform for transporting

Platform for transporting

Transportation of a cabinet that has not been packed into a packing case

3.Put the drip container under the unit (drawing 6).

                            drawing 6                                              drawing 5

4. CAUTION: the cabinet should be connected to a separate, correctly 
    performed electric circuit  230 +10%V, 50 Hz  with the socket 
    equipped in the protective pin (accordingly to PBUE). 

5. The socket should be protected by the 6A time delay cut-out.

6. Put the container for condensate under the draining pipe.

WARNING: it is forbidden to connect the cabinets through the extension 
                     or distributing wires.
WARNING: ventilation gates in the housing or built-in construction 
                     should be uncovered.
WARNING: do not use any mechanical means in order to speed-up 
                     defrosting.
WARNING: protect the refrigerating circuit against damages.
WARNING: do not use any electric devices inside the chamber for food 
                     products storage.

IN CASE WHEN ALL REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS 
INSTRUCTION AND CONCERNING CONNECTIONS AND 
OPERATION OF THE CABINET ARE NOT MET, THE 
MANUFACTURER MAY DEPARTURE FROM GUARANTEE 
OBLIGATIONS.
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Transportation of a case that has been packed into a packing case

Platform for transporting

3.After moving the front glass forward put it, along with the guide, into 
   the bottom hinge (dwg 3).
4.Lay the front glass leaning it against the lamp enclosure.
5.Protect the lamp's cable using a protection cap (dwg 4)

               dwg 4                                        dwg 3 

For cabinets with straight windows:

1.Put side windows into the guides (dwg 1), install the lamp housing 
   and screw in holding down bolts (dwg 2).
2.Install couplers for side windows (dwg 2).
3.Install the front window in the same way like the curved window.
4.Screw in M6 bolts fixing the front window (dwg 2).
5.Protect the lamp's cable using a protection cap (dwg 4).
6.Install the upper shelf and screw in fixing bolts (dwg 2).

                             III. Assembly

A.Unpack the cabinet and remove protective elements

B. Wash the whole cabinet with water at the water temperature not 
0

     exceeding +40 C and with addition of a washing liquid.
C. If a customer receives the cabinet that is partially disassembled then, 
     to protect it while transporting, the following steps should be taken:

For cabinets with curved front windows:

1. Put side windows into the guides (dwg 1)

2. Install lamps' housings and screw
    in clamping screws (dwg 2).

dwg 2                                                    dwg 1

                                              Location

1. The unit should be located in a dry place, not exposed to the sunlight. 
    Such a place should ensure good change of air (the gap between the 
    cabinet and wall must be at least 10 cm) and should be away from heat 
    sources as well as from devices forcing the airflow like ceiling fans 
    and portable heat blowers.

2. The cabinet should be placed on the even and stable base and then 
    levelled (by screwing in or unscrewing legs if necessary) (dwg 5).
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